Understanding human mobility is one of the important but challenging tasks in Location-based Social Networks (LBSN). Recently, a user mobility mining task called Trajectory User Linking (TUL) has become an essential and popular topic, aiming at identifying user identities through exploiting their mobility patterns. Existing methods mainly focus on learning sequential mobility patterns by capturing long-short term dependencies among historical check-ins. However, users have personalized moving preferences, which have not been considered in previous work. Besides, how to leverage the prior knowledge behind human mobility needs to be further investigated. In this work, we present a novel semi-supervised method, called AdattTUL, to make adversarial mobility learning for human trajectory classification, which is an end-to-end framework modeling human moving patterns. AdattTUL integrates multiple human preferences of check-in behaviors and involves an attention mechanism to dynamically capture the complex relationships of user check-ins from trajectory data. In addition, AdattTUL leverages an adversarial network to help in regularizing the data distribution of human trajectories. Extensive experiments conducted on real-world LBSN datasets show that AdattTUL significantly improves the TUL performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Location-based Social Network apps have widely used in our daily life, e.g., Twitter, Foursquare, Wechat, and etc. These apps installed on our mobile devices, e.g., mobile phones, smartwatches, etc., can collect a large quantity of footprints left by users. These footprints provide us an opportunity to explore and study these trajectories to well understand human mobility patterns, and generate many practical and interesting applications -e.g, POI/trip recommendation [1] , [2] , predicting human mobility [3] , [4] , social circle inference [5] , [6] , trajectory user linking [7] , [8] , and etc.
A practical topic in understanding human mobility is Trajectory User Linking (TUL), which aims to link human mobility to their user identities who generate them. This topic brings us many useful applications. For example, mobile
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lefei Zhang . service providers (e.g., DiDi, Mobike, and Uber) usually collect users' tracks while removing their user identities for user privacy. If mobile service providers have detected some abnormal users' trajectories, we can consider it as a TUL problem and correlate the trajectories from existing databases with corresponding users (i.e., abnormal users or specific users). In addition, solving the TUL problem can help us find a specific group, such as obtaining potential consumers for enterprises or identifying terrorists/criminals for public safety.
To better understand the moving patterns from human generated trajectories, deep learning has become the most common machine learning tool in recent years. Generally, most of the previous works apply recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to capture the sequential information of given trajectories generated by users [5] , [7] , [9] - [11] . The RNN-based paradigms have excellent performance in capturing human sequential and semantic information from a large number of VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ footprints ordered by timestamps. Gao et al. address TUL problem within a deep learning framework, and leverage the RNN-based model (called TULER) to model and classify human mobility [7] . Existing TUL methods mainly consists of two separate processes, i.e., check-in embedding and trajectory characterization, which, however, only consider the TUL problem as a simple time series classification problem, and may lead to the identity confusion problem and miss many individual characteristics, e.g., check-in behavior, structural information of moving patterns. Therefore, several challenges need to be resolved for higher TUL accuracy, including:
A. MULTIPLE HUMAN PREFERENCES OF CHECK-IN BEHAVIOR
First, users have individual check-in behavior and prefer to visit locations that are close to their current locations [2] , [9] , [12] , [13] . Therefore, how to integrate such behavior into each check-in's representation becomes a fundamental concern. Second, users in real world own their specific preferences on location popularity. For example, a teacher may usually visit the school or university, while a Dr. usually stays in the hospital or clinic. As illustrated in Fig.1 , even if there are more than thousands of check-ins in New York from Foursquare dataset and California from Gowalla dataset, the number of different check-ins generated by the users are often small (e.g., less than 100). It reveals that users usually visit a few new checkins, which motivates us to consider the prior knowledge of human visiting preferences before learning their mobility patterns. Besides, learning dense check-in representation through deep learning plays a critical role in understanding user's check-in behaviors from massively historical trajectories. However, most of the existing methods rely on fixed check-in representations which lacks of learnable ability on latter trajectory characterization. Hence, providing parameterized representations of check-ins can dynamically capture check-in behaviors over various trajectories.
B. COMPLEX STRUCTURE OF MOBILITY PATTERN
When capturing a given trajectory's sequential information, especially for a long trajectory, existing methods ignore the fact that different check-ins in a trajectory have different contributions in terms of trajectory embedding [4] . For a given trajectory, most of previous works make an equal contribution on check-ins [7] , [8] , [14] , [15] . Nevertheless, a recent study indicates that not all check-ins contribute equally to the dense representation of a given trajectory [16] , and human mobility patterns have a highly complex structure. Therefore, exploring the complex structure of trajectories is important in understanding users' characteristics. Meanwhile, it is not easy to statistically evaluate the qualitative structure and summarize the complex information from a vast amount of data. Thus, we need to design an automatic mechanism to address this typical issue for structure extracting, e.g., popular attention mechanism [17] .
C. TRAJECTORY CHARACTERIZATION
Normally, we can choose the RNN model to model a trajectory directly, and then feed it into the latter multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to make classification by the softmax function. However, this strategy may miss important underlying feature of unlabeled trajectories. Applying a semi-supervised method to exploit human trajectories and discover various users' moving patterns become an interesting direction. Existing semi-supervised methods often compress or encode the trajectories into the latent codes by vanilla autoencoder framework, which are typically unregularized [5] , [18] . Zhou et al. propose a semi-supervised method via variational autoencoder, namely TULVAE, to better capture users' moving patterns by incorporating rich unlabeled data (unlinked trajectories) [8] . TULVAE adopts the variational autoencoder to formulate the latent code which is sampled from a fixed prior distribution, e.g., Gaussian distribution [19] , [20] . However, it ignores the data distribution of these latent codes. Meanwhile, it cannot make the prior more flexible, and is challenging to regularize the latent codes. Although TULVAE can regularize these code space by variational approximation, it needs to be carefully tuned and uses some tricks as auxiliaries such as KL annealing. Besides, it bases on a semi-VAE framework that scales linearly in the number of labels [20] and may suffer from efficiency problem. Thus, how to efficiently provide more useful latent codes is essential for trajectory characterization.
To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we propose a novel semi-supervised approach, called AdattTUL, mining human mobility and solving TUL problem in an adversarial learning manner. More specifically, we present a new check-in embedding method to incorporate multiple-aspects of human preferences over different check-ins, which leverages a non-linear and learnable transformation to capture the spatial-temporal embedding of check-ins. To tackle the concern in trajectory characterization, our AdattTUL uses an end-to-end framework to regularize the latent codes in an adversarial manner. In particular, it learns underlying information from massive linked and unlinked trajectories to reinforce the model performance and alleviate the data sparsity problem. Besides, we present a parameterized generator to generate the latent code, rather than sampling from a fixed distribution, which could provide more robust and flexible latent representation for a given trajectory. Furthermore, we design a novel attentional encoder to discriminate the contribution of different check-ins and capture the complex structure among these check-ins in a given trajectory.
Our main contributions to TUL problem are four-fold:
1) We propose a novel approach for addressing TUL problem. To our knowledge, AdattTUL is the first attempt to provide a connection between autoencoder and GANs for modeling human trajectories. 2) We consider the multiple-aspects human preferences and incorporate the spatial and temporal information into check-in representations which largely alleviates the identification confusion issue. 3) We present a new method to regularize trajectory embeddings and the prior distribution, so as to better approaching the real prior distribution of human mobility. 4) We conduct extensive experiments on real-world datasets. The results demonstrate the superior performance of AdattTUL over previous approaches.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We overview the related work in Sec. II and introduces related backgrounds in Sec. III. Sec.IV outlines the details of AdattTUL. Experimental evaluations quantifying the benefits of our methods are presented in Sec. V. We conclude this paper and outline our future work in Sec. VI.
II. RELATED WORK
We now review and categorize the relevant literature using two broad aspects-characterizing human mobility, and generative model.
A. CHARACTERIZING HUMAN MOBILITY
Characterizing human mobility is an indispensable part of the Location-based Social Network(LBSN) area. People who generated plenty of check-ins have distinct mobility patterns. It leads to various interesting applications. Certainly, characterizing or understanding human mobility is the most significant procedure for the TUL problem. TUL is a typical classification issue, which needs to obtain the feature from original data and classify the label of this feature. Traditionally, we can use similarity detection methods to cluster unknown trajectories to users, e.g., Longest Common Sub-Sequence (LCSS), Dynamic Time warping (DTW), and etc [21] . As a representative classification issue, TUL can adopt methods such as SVM (support vector machine) and LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) to classify user identities [7] , [22] .
Deep learning has been widely applied in various areas [6] , [23] - [25] . To study human mobility, recent deep learning techniques-especially recurrent neural networks (RNNs)can well capture the long term sequential influence and mobility pattern, e.g., ST-RNN, DeepMove, DeepTSCI, and TULER [5] , [7] , [10] , [26] . Besides, Gao et al. use the RNN to model human current trajectory while using a CNN-based architecture to exploit hierarchical representations of long historical trajectories. TULER is the first work to formulate the TUL problem as a classification task via a deep learning method [7] . The cell of TULER's RNN-based architecture has three variants, i.e., LSTM, GRU, bidirectional LSTM. Thus, choosing the RNN-based framework is a popular way to learn human moving patterns. Meanwhile, recent models try to consider the user's multiple factors of check-in behavior. For instance, Manotumruksa et al. propose a contextual RNN model to incorporate the spatial-temporal information from users' historical footprints [12] . Zhou et al. present an extension of LSTM architecture that is capable of encoding the spatio-temporal information associated with check-ins [3] . Zhao et al. provide a novel spatial and temporal gated network on understanding human mobility by extending LSTM [13] . Therefore, it has become an inevitable trend to consider multiple preferences of check-in behavior to enhance the performance of TUL, such as spatial and temporal factors.
B. GENERATIVE MODEL
The rapid advances in deep generative models, such as Variational Autoencoders (VAE) [19] , [20] and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [27] , have been widely applied in natural language processing, image processing, and computer vision. For example, Kipf et al., who propose a variational graph autoencoder under an unsupervised manner, achieve competitive results on link prediction problem [28] . Hence, VAE initially achieves great success in generating the latent representation from high dimensional data. Recently, semi-supervised methods with generative models have attracted more attention, which can achieve a better result compared with simple supervised methods [20] , [29] - [31] . Xu et al. propose a semi-supervised sequential variational autoencoder framework by using conditional RNN for text classification. Zhou et al. propose a novel semi-supervised VAE framework, namely TULVAE, to identify human mobility [8] , TULVAE leverages both of unlabeled and labeled data to reinforce the model performance and alleviates the data sparsity problem. Gao et al. apply VAE to make social circle inference based on trajectory, namely DeepTSCI [5] . They also use the other two models to make a comparison, i.e., single RNN and autoencoder. DeepTSCI, which adopts VAE, achieves the best performance. Besides, this paper demonstrates that the autoencoder based model can obtain better results than we only use sole RNN architecture. Therefore, exploiting both unlabeled and labeled data via an autoencoder based model can acquire a more robust model. Some other works also consider integrating the VAE to enhance the generalized ability of neural network [3] , [4] .
Generative adversarial network (GAN), as a boiling point in recent years, also has been applied in human mobility learning. For instance, Ouyang et al. aim at trajectory generation through GAN [32] . Zhou et al. leverage GAN to recommend interesting POIs for users [1] . However, GAN, as a parameterized implicit generative model, owns huge achievement on continuous data, it cannot be applied in discrete data in virtue of lacking the ability in back-propagation by discrete data. From previous works [33] - [35] , there is a strategy that is to combine the autoencoder and an adversarial network to tackle with the discrete data and train deep latent variable models.
For the TUL problem, how to obtain the representation of given trajectories is critical. Previous works attempt to model trajectories into the low dimensional space via (variational) autoencoder or generative adversarial network, respectively. In this work, we aim at combining the autoencoder and an adversarial network. That is, the autoencoder provides the latent space while we use the adversarial network to regularize the performance of latent space.
III. PRELIMINARIES
We now turn our attention to formalize the TUL problem. And we investigate the background of Adversarially Regularized Autoencoders (ARAE) [33] and Wasserstein GAN [36] . Besides, the key notations used throughout this paper is illustrated in Table 1 .
l u j n } denote a trajectory generated by the user u j within a fixed time interval, where l
is the location at time t i for the user u j , Normally, l i is coordinate (e.g., longitude + latitude) where it contains (x l i , y l i )). We usually use an identification number to represent the coordinate, i.e., (x l i , y l i ) → l i . In this paper, each l i with time t i is considered as a check-in.
Trajectory-User Linking (TUL): Here we assume that we are given a number of unlinked trajectories T = {T 1 , ..., T N } generated by some of the users in the set U = {u 1 , ..., u M } (N M ). A trajectory T = {l 1 , l 2 , · · · , l i , · · · , l n } for which it is not known who was the user generating it, is called unlinked (T ∈ T ). We call a solution to TUL problem the mapping that assigns unlinked trajectories to the users:
is to combine the discrete autoencoder model with a generative adversarial network. In detail, the workflow of ARAE is to apply an autoencoder to obtain continuous latent space while the input data are discrete. And then, integrating GAN in ARAE will simultaneously attempt to learn an implicit probabilistic model over the latent space. Thus, ARAE aims to provide smoother hidden encoding for discrete sequential data with a flexible prior. ARAE mainly consists of three modules, which aims at minimizing the reconstruction error in autoencoder while using adversarial training on its latent space.
where P g is a real distribution or prior distribution, it can be sampled from a fixed distribution such as Gaussian distribution N (0, I ).
2) WASSERSTEIN GAN (WGAN) [37] is a novel variant of GAN [27] that replaces the Jensen-Shannon divergence with Earth-Mover distance (a.k.a. Wasserstein-1 distance or Optimal Transport (OT) distance) [38] , [39] , which can tackle the unstable training issue of original GANs. It amounts to optimizing:
wherex = g θ (z). In WGAN, f φ (x) is alternatively treated as a discriminator, in contrast to the discriminator in traditional GAN [27] . The discriminator parameters ω are restricted to a Lipschitz constraint W by weight-clipping method, i.e., within a compact space [− , ]. We refer readers to a comprehensive survey of the application of OT distance including WGAN for more details [38] , [39] . 
IV. OUR PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this part, we will show the details of our proposed Adatt-TUL. As following Fig.2 shows, it contains three components. (1) Attentional Trajectory Encoder (AtEncoder: E φ );
(2) Trajectory Decoder (TDecoder: D ψ ); (3) Adversarial Net (AdNet) which includes a generator (g θ ) and a discriminator (f ω ); and Classification Net (CNet: (C δ )). We first turn to present the trajectory segmentation strategy and check-in representation obtaining, then we will elaborate on our three components of AdattTUL in the following, and the model training strategy will be presented.
A. TRAJECTORY SEGMENTATION
To learn human daily moving patterns, we first turn to generate massive sub-trajectories from users' historical trajectories, which span several months. Although there are many methods to divide long human trajectories, e.g., shape-based, semantic meaning-based and etc [40] , [41] . To follow previous works and make comparisons [7] , [8] , we divide the trajectories with a fixed time interval τ . In other words, each sub-trajectory is generated within time τ . In this paper, we set τ = 6 hours.
B. CHECK-IN REPRESENTATION
Normally, dense representation can achieve better performance than traditional representation methods (e.g., onehot, bag of words) under a deep learning framework, which can overcome the data sparsity problem in the training process [7] , [42] . In natural language processing area, researchers usually first use the word embedding techniques, e.g., word2vec [23] , to obtain the dense representations and feed them into the latter deep neural network. Similarly, we attempt to embed each check-in into a low dimensional representation where we aim at surmounting the data sparsity and catastrophic dimension. Actually, each check-in contains multiple information, such as spatial and temporal features. Nevertheless, previous related works only consider integrating semantic information into each check-in representation (e.g., the context surrounding the current location) [7] , [8] .
Also, each check-in has no associated temporal information. As mentioned in the previous section, it may bring identification confusion problems when we face with two trajectories which contain the same ordered locations with different check-in timestamp. In other words, the TUL problem cannot be simplified as a sequential prediction problem, such as text classification. Therefore, we construct a learnable spatio-temporal check-in embedding method. In detail, we first formulate a location corpus and use the popular Skip-gram model to embed each location into dense representation for the purpose of obtaining the rich semantic information among locations. Then we embed each check-in's timestamp. After that, we concatenate these two representations, i.e., spatial embedding and temporal embedding. In the end, we add a parameterized neural network layer, e.g., a fully-connected network, to make the check-in representation learnable.
1) CORPUS FORMULATION
We first choose both of training dataset and testing dataset as a location corpus inspired by [7] , [8] , and remove all user identities. Besides, to consider check-in behavior of spatial information, we generate more synthetic trajectories.
Specifically, for each location, we collect its neighbors to formulate a trajectory ordered by the great-circle distance. To constrain the number of closed locations, we set a threshold of great-circle distance, in this paper, our threshold is 2 km. Then we add the synthetic trajectories into the original location corpus. Finally, we use this corpus to make spatial embedding.
2) SPATIAL EMBEDDING
Similarly to words in natural language, dense representations of words generated by word embedding method will consider the frequency(aka. popularity) of the words. Therefore, to learn human visiting preference, we choose the popular Skip-gram model for spatial embedding. Here each location representation can be denoted as v ∈ R |K|×d , where |K| denotes the number of locations in given location corpus and d is the dimensionality of embedded location. In a given trajectory T = {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l n }, l i is the current check-in in T , we define that the surrounding context of l i is C(l i ) = l i−γ : l i+γ , where γ is the length window. Then we apply Skip-gram to maximize the log-probability of p(C(l i )|l i ), thereby it can be formulated as:
where exp is the exponential function. Here we choose the Negative Sampling technique to avoid the enumeration of all locations l ∈ K.
3) TEMPORAL EMBEDDING
Inspired by [12] , [26] , we first provide a hour-level time stamp by clustering original time stamp of check-in into fixed discrete value. More specifically, we divide a day into 24 time interval, we will use {v 1 time , v 2 time , · · · , v 24 time } to represent these 24 values. Hence, for a given check-in l i we can obtain its temporal embedding v time (l i ) ∈
In particular, each fixed dense representation of {v 1 time , v 2 time , · · · , v 24 time } is sampled from Gaussian distribution following [12] (Note that we use d to denote the dimensionality of embedded time).
4) LEARNABLE CHECK-IN REPRESENTATIONS
Spatial embedding and temporal embedding are not learnable because of offline pre-training. By way of synchronously training the representation of check-in, we add a non-linear transformation to combine the spatial embedding and temporal embedding for l i by:
where W l and b l are learnable parameters, and Relu denotes the ReLU activation function. We will use these learnable check-in representations into our following Attentional Trajectory Encoder (AtEncoder).
C. ATTTENTIONAL TRAJECTORY ENCODER
We propose an attentional trajectory encoder (AtEncoder) to learn the representations of users' trajectories. First, we have divided each user's historical trajectories into shorter sub-trajectories within a given time interval, and each sub-trajectory consists of one to dozens of check-ins. Accordingly, we adopt a recurrent neural network (RNN) to capture sequential information or long-term dependencies. In this paper, we choose two popular variants of RNN-based models, i.e., LSTM [43] and GRU [44] which are widely applied in trajectory encoding aspect [6] , [8] , [9] , [11] . Besides, to address complex structure among check-ins, we design an attentional encoder in our AtEncoder.
1) TRAJECTORY EMBEDDING
We provide the LSTM kernel and GRU kernel to embed each trajectory into the dense representation.
a: LSTM FOR TRAJECTORY
Note that we use {V(l 1 ), V(l 2 ), · · · , V(l i ), · · · , V(l n )} to denote a sub-trajectory where each check-in with timestamp has been fed into a low dimensional vector explained in the above section. In order to capture sequential information among check-ins, let h enc i−1 and h enc i denote the last and current embedding state. The LSTM model adopted in AtEncoder is implemented as follows:
where i , f i , o i and b * are the input gate, forget gate, output gate and bias vector, respectively. And matrices W * ∈ R (d+d )×d , U * and V * ∈ R d ×d are learning parameters. Note that c i is the memory cell in LSTM. After Eq. (7), we will get the current hidden state h enc i :
We also choose a vanilla GRU to model massive users' trajectories. It has less parameters than the LSTM, and can let model more easier without separated memory cells:
where g i is the update gate in time i which decides how much the unit updates its activation by
where σ denotes the sigmoid activation function. 
where is element-pair product, s i is a set of reset gates and is computed similarly to update the gate
Here W * and U * are both parameterized matrices.
2) ATTENTIONAL TRAJECTORY
Here we request a dense vector to represent the whole trajectory T . And previous works usually choose the last hidden state of embedded trajectory or the mean value of embedded trajectory. To address the complex structure among check-ins, we introduce an attention mechanism to form the importance of weight α i for each check-in and aggregate these weighted representations of check-ins to form trajectory representation. Specifically,
where u w , W a and b a are learnable parameters. In the end, we can obtain our trajectory representation by:
Note that we set c as the real code and use c to recover the given trajectory.
D. TRAJECTORY DECODER
We present our Trajectory Decoder (TDecoder), where it is also the RNN-based model (it is similar to the decoder in seq2seq model [45] , [46] , we will apply Long Short-Term Memory as our decoder) to recover a trajectory by feeding the real code c. Actually, many seq2seq-based works choose the real code (the last hidden state or the averaged hidden state of the encoder) to initialize the decoder part. In this paper, we manage to generate check-ins one by one through integrating the real code into each step illustrated in the above framework. The purpose of our TDecoder is to successfully predict the trajectory T = {l 1 , l 2 , · · · , l i , · · · , l n }. To predict out a location l i in T , we need combine the current state h dec i and real code c to a joint state:
where W dec and b dec denote the parameters, respectively. Consequently, the probability of a predicted trajectory T can be evaluated by:
We can leverage cross entropy to minimize the reconstruction loss of recovering a given trajectory.
E. ADVERSARIAL NET
Now we turn to discuss our proposed adversarial model, namely Adversarial Net (AdNet), which consists of two significant components: generator and discriminator. The adversarial model aims at minimizing the divergence between data distribution and sample distribution by f-divergence, Wasserstein divergence or etc [27] , [33] , [36] . However, the standard adversarial model (i.e., generative adversarial network) cannot directly model the discrete data (e.g., text, document, and trajectory) owing to the resulting non-differentiable generator objective in GAN. In this paper, our AdNet is not directly model on original discrete trajectories, we model on continuous representations where real instances are obtained by AtEncoder, and fake instances are sampled from the parameterized generator. We will present the details in the following. Besides, our AdNet is based on popular Wasserstein GAN.
1) GENERATOR
The generator in our AdNet is to produce a fake codec to confuse the following discriminator. In fact, the role of the generator is to provide a random instance, and this instance can be sampled from a fixed prior such as Gaussian prior N (0, I ). In this paper, to avoid mode collapse by applying fixed prior, we provide a learnable generator with parameters θ (actually, θ is a set of parameters). we first sample noise z from N (0, I ), and formulate fake code with parameters θ.
where we set our generator as a fully-connected network (e.g., MLP) with parameters θ. Now we can obtain the fake codec and train the generator to fool the discriminator.
2) DISCRIMINATOR
The role of the discriminator is to distinguish whether a continuous code is from real trajectory distribution or fake instance distribution through performing binary classification. We also choose a fully-connected network as our discriminator function f ω . To overcome unstable training issue in generative adversarial network, we choose Earth-Mover (Wasserstein-1) distance to min-max optimization over parameters in generator and discriminator. Thus, the parameters in discriminator are restricted to an 1-Lipschitz function set W. Note that we use a naive way to set each parameter by weight-clipping inspired by [33] .
F. CLASSIFICATION NET
Classification Net (CNet) aims to link trajectories to their generators (users), we will leverage real code c as the input of CNet. CNet is, in nature, a fully-connected network with a softmax function.
where y p is a probability distribution of y * and M is the number of users.
G. TRAINING
In this section, we will turn to discuss the specific training strategy and the optimization issue of AdattTUL. Besides, we present the algorithm to elaborate the workflow of Adatt-TUL.
1) OPTIMIZATION ASPECT
Our AdattTUL includes AtEncoder, TDecoder, AdNet and CNet. In general, AtEncoder provides a real code by feeding a given trajectory, and generator of AdNet will provide a fake code. The TDecoder will use the real code to recover the trajectory by minimizing the reconstruction loss. Subsequently, the discriminator of AdNet aims to distinguish the real code and the fake code.
(a) Actually, our AtEncoder and TDecoder are joint architecture of seq2seq. We will use both of linked and unlinked trajectories to optimize AtEncoder and TDecoder. They can be trained by minimizing cross entropy loss: (22) where ent denotes cross entropy loss. The parameters of θ and ψ are updated during training iteration of AtEncoder E φ and TDecoder D ψ . Particularly, our check-in representation will also jointly updated owing to they are learnable explained in above part.
(b) Next, AdNet also needs to be updated through the min-max optimization strategy. It aims to optimize the parameters ω in the generator and parameters φ in the discriminator. Following WGAN [37] , we obtain W(P φ (T ), P θ (z)) by:
where the discriminator parameters ω will be restricted to an 1-Lipschitz function set W. To obviously present the training iteration of AdNet. We separate it two parts. For generator, it can achieve:
For the discriminator, it can achieve: (25) (c) In the end, we will optimize our CNet by minimizing cost function: (26) where u is the generator (true label) of trajectory T . Thus, there are three main objects need to be optimized according to Eq. (22), Eq. (23) and Eq. (26) . Furthermore, we can obtain the joint optimization problem with function: (27) where λ c and λ ad are harmonic parameter. Compute the adversarial loss on the real codes
Backpropagate gradients, update φ and ω / * fake code * /
13
Sample a batch of random noise
Generate fake code representationc (j) = g θ (z (j) ) by generator 15 Compute the adversarial loss Generator training 19 Sample a batch of random noise {z j } m j=1 ∼ N (0, I )
20
Generate fake code representationc (j) = g θ (z (j) ) by generator 21 Compute the generator loss 1 m m j=1 Ec∼P c [f ω (c (j) )] 22 Backpropagate gradient, and update θ 23 Classification training 24 Sample {T (j) } m j=1 a batch from D l 25 Compute the latent representation c (j) = E φ (T (j) ) 26 Compute the classification loss according to Eq.( 26)
27
Backpropagate gradient and update φ and δ 28 end Output: optimized Model M.
Note that pseudocode of AdattTUL is given in Algorithm 1. k is usually a small value, here we choose k = 5. In experiments, when we train the AdattTUL, we will control the parameter of λ ad by gradually decreasing its value (from 1 to 0), and set λ c = 1.
2) COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
There are three main components in our AdattTUL according to Eq. (27): (1) Computation between AtEncoder and TDecoder (L AE (φ, ψ)); (2) Computation on AdNet (W(P φ (T ), P θ (z))); and (3) Computation on CNet(L CNet ). In each iteration, the computational complexity in L AE (φ, ψ) is O(epoch × (|φ| + |ψ|)), where φ and ψ are the parameters in AtEncoder (E φ ) and TDecoder (D ψ ), respectively. AdNet consists of two part, i.e, generator and discriminator. Therefore, the computational complexity in W(P φ (T ), P θ (z)) is O(epoch × (k × |ω| + |θ | + |φ|)), where θ is the set of parameters in generator, ω is the set of parameters in discriminator, and φ is the set of parameters in AtEncoder. In CNet, each backpropagation is linear with the number of parameters O(|φ|) and O(|δ|). In summary, we conclude that the total algorithm complexity of AdattTUL is linear with the number of parameters O(|φ|),O(|ψ|), O(k × |ω|), O(|θ|) and O(|δ|).
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first briefly introduce the datasets we choose and make a statistical analysis of them. We also provide our experimental settings in this part. Then we present recent baselines which are newly popular methods to solve the TUL problem. We conduct our experimental results to demonstrate the performance of our method and make discussions for our proposed model, including model interpretability. The parameters sensitivity will be posted in the end. Note that our AdattTUL and other neural network-based models are implemented on the Tensorflow platform accelerated by a GTX 1080Ti GPU.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 1) DATASETS
To compare with the existing methods, we choose three publicly available LBSN datasets to conduct our experiments: Gowalla, Brightkite and Foursquare [47] , [48] . For Gowalla and Brightkite, we randomly choose 201 and 92 users and their generated trajectories following previous works [7] , [8] . For Foursquare, we leverage the most popular city-New York, and randomly filter out 300 users and their trajectories for our experiments. Besides, for each user, we first concatenate all locations to formulate a trajectory, and then divide into sub-trajectories based on the time interval. In this paper, we choose 6 hours as the time interval. Table 2 presents the details of our three datasets.
2) BASELINES
We compare AdattTUL with several state-of-the-art methods from the field of popular machine learning methods and neural network models. In the above section, the AtEncoder of AdattTUL has two variants, i.e., LSTM and GRU. We name these two variants as AdattTUL-L and AdattTUL-G. We list our baselines detailedly:
• TULER [7]: TULER is a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based semi-supervised learning model to address the TUL problem. However, it only uses whole dataset as corpus to train the representation 
3) METRICS
Following the existing related works, we choose ACC@1, ACC@5, macro-P, macro-R and macro-F 1 in our experiments. Here macro-F 1 is the harmonic mean of the precision (macro-P) and recall (macro-R), averaged across all classes/labels (e.g., users in the classification problem of TUL):
where M is the number of labels (users). Table 3 shows the optimal parameter settings tuned for our experiments. Table 4 shows the performance comparisons among the proposed methods and baselines on three public datasets, where the best results are shown in bold, and the second best are underlined. First, all the baselines and our approaches are based on deep neural networks. We can observe that our proposed AdattTUL significantly outperforms baselines, especially for AdattTUL-L on three public datasets. In baselines, TGAN outperforms three variants of TULER. However, TGAN uses a GAN to generate rich synthetic trajectories for each user, we need to spend much time to train the GAN model to obtain 'good' synthetic trajectories in experiments, and it is also difficult to evaluate the trained GAN whether it is a satisfied model, we may occasionally misuse some 'bad' trajectories that could bring disadvantageous impact for model training. TULVAE achieves the best results compared with other listed baselines. However, our AdattTUL-L and AdattTUL-G achieve better results than TULVAE which is the best in baselines. It indicates that our AdattTUL in a new semi-supervised way also can well exploit the semantic relationship among check-ins and effectively overcome the data sparsity issue which may affect classification performance. Next, our AdattTUL and TULVAE are much better than other deep neural networks that only leverage the labeled (or linked) trajectories to train the model in a supervised manner. AdattTUL and TULVAE use both labeled trajectories and unlabeled trajectories to enhance the ability to learn the essence of individual human mobility patterns. Here our AdattTUL-G and AdattTUL-L show the best results for the following three reasons. First, AdattTUL considers both spatial and temporal impacts in check-in representations, and it can avoid the failure when we confront the same ordered check-ins with different visiting timestamps. Meanwhile, the check-in representation can be updated in model training. Second, we leverage an attention mechanism in trajectory encoding to address the importance of each check-in. Third, our adversarial module can help trajectory encoder to produce more useful and regularized code space against trajectory classification.
B. OVERALL PERFORMANCE

C. MODEL INTERPRETABILITY 1) ABLATION STUDY
To study the function of each component in AdattTUL and better explain the effectiveness of each component. We consider the following three main quantitative observations: 
a: LEARNABLE CHECK-IN REPRESENTATION
Many works choose fixed dense representation for check-in representation, and even if they leverage the Skip-gram or CBOW to pre-train each check-in representation, they do not consider to update the check-in representation in the latter specific task, e.g., TULER, DeepMove [26] , and we name this way as 'offline'. Our check-in representation in AdattTUL is learnable, namely 'online' way. As shown in Fig. 3 , We apply our AdattTUL model to study the impact of check-in representation with 'offline' and 'online', respectively. We observe on three datasets that AdattTUL with 'online' way has clear improvements compared with the 'offline' way in terms of macro-P, macro-R, and macro-F1, which demonstrates the effect of learnable check-in representation.
b: ATTENTIONAL ENCODER
As shown in Fig. 4 , we visualize the results of TULER-LSTM and TULVAE, besides we add an autoencoder to TULER-LSTM, namely TULER-AE. Here we also remove the attention mechanism in AdattTUL, namely AdTUL, to make a comparison with AdattTUL. We can find that AdattTUL outperforms AdTUL, which indicates that the importance of check-in is significant for the TUL problem and can capture the complex structure among the check-ins in a given trajectory. Meanwhile, our AdTUL is still better than other baselines. 
c: ADVERSARIAL LEARNING
We can observe that AdattTUL uses an adversarial network outperforms TULER-AE, and it further indicates that the adversarial network will help the AtEncoder to provide more useful code space for the classification task. It could force these codes to remain more latent representations by enforcing them to match a parameterized function which samples data instance from a fixed prior distribution, while the vanilla autoencoder may ignore this point.
2) EFFICIENCY
Next, we empirically compare the AdattTUL (actually, here we use AdattTUL-L) against TULVAE and TULER-LSTM. As shown in Fig. 5 , each bar in Fig. 5 is a total time consumption, including pre-training time, training time, and predicting time. It reveals that the TULER method needs the least time consumption, while TULVAE spends almost twenty times as long as TULER.
TULER uses the least time since it is a simple RNN model with a softmax function. Actually, previous work TULER is only depended on the parameters of O(|φ|) and O(|δ|) [7] . Our AdattTUL needs much more time to regularize the AtEncoder through the Adversarial Net, but it is acceptable. Besides, TULVAE has achieved an obvious improvement for the TUL problem according to Table 4 ; however, the time consumption is depended on the number of labels (users). Because it needs to re-evaluate the generative likelihood for each class during the training process, our AdattTUL can provide more impressive results against TULVAE and TULER-LSTM, although it costs about three or four times time consumption compared with TULER-LSTM.
D. PARAMETERS SENSITIVITY
Hyper-parameters setting is also another important aspect of model tuning. Therefore, we optimize AdattTUL by varying some significant parameters, e.g., the sizes of the check-in embedding, the size of the latent code, the number of LSTM layers and etc. When tuning these parameters, we only observe the AdattTUL with a single layer of LSTM. We report two major factors to model performance, i.e., the embedding size of check-in and size of latent code. As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , we find that these two factors really affect the performance of AdattTUL. In this paper, we choose 250 for the size of check-in representation and 300 for code size by considering the time consumption and model efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented a novel framework AdattTUL built upon the readily available user mobility data to address TUL problem. We combine the benefits of adversarial network and autoencoder for jointly human mobility learning and show that adversarial training could provide more useful and regularized latent space for trajectory classification. In our future work, we will consider leveraging richer profile information and published data (e.g., text, photos) for better and meaningful trajectory/check-in embedding, which may allow us to better understand the relationships between users and their check-in behaviors. In addition, relationships between user and check-in understanding the inner nature of the human mobility pattern is an intricate issue which requires interpretable model and explainable predicted results, which is an interesting research problem we are investigating. 
